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Discover the highly complex world of blockchain at an easy-to-understand level. Topics

include:• Cryptocurrencies• Blockchain History• Blockchain Use-Cases• Blockchain

Components
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technology of Blockchain and its ability to change industries overnight has captured the world's

attention - and with that, its future. You have heard it on mainstream media - millions of dollars

being made overnight by investing in Bitcoin.However, Bitcoin is only a tiny part of Blockchain

technology. The different use cases that can be created are nearly infinite. Welcome to the

Blockchain Handbook, the perfect guide to quickly understand the technical components of

Blockchain technology and its applicable everyday uses. Featured in this book are the below

sections.Chapter 1: The Start of BlockchainWe begin by learning about how the simple idea of

a blockchain originated, followed by its first use case that gained mainstream attention and

adoption. Chapter 2: Why use a blockchainIn one of the most critical chapters, we will learn

about what benefits a blockchain offers and why this technology can be beneficial. Chapter 3:

How a Blockchain worksTo understand how a blockchain functions, we will breakdown its base

architecture, including the code, nodes, miners, and validators.Chapter 4: Blockchain Use

CasesBlockchain has numerous use cases that many industries can benefit from, and we will

explore some of the most relevant use cases. Chapter 5: CryptocurrenciesLastly, we will

explore the different types of popular cryptocurrency offerings and how to start

investing.Chapter 1: The Start of BlockchainBlockchain OriginsMultiple sources report that the

idea of blockchain began with the Bitcoin launch in 2008; however, the idea of blockchain was

designed years prior. Famed researchers Stuart Haber and W. Scott Stornetta in 1991 used

Merkle Trees to store documents into a single Electronic Block, which represented a simple

chain of blocks used to store data. The initial idea was created like many inventions - to solve

a problem and make a cumbersome process more efficient.Before the internet, researchers

would be required to timestamp scientific data to ensure their findings' integrity. The integrity of

the data was vital to ensure the documents could be defended if ever questioned.To timestamp

the data, a registered notary would be required to stamp a journal which a supervisor or

professor would then verify. Another cumbersome method utilized was for a researcher to mail

a letter to themselves and leave it unopened, only to be opened with a witness present to verify

the opening. This process verification was unnecessarily cumbersome and time-

consuming.Additionally, these methods of ensuring the integrity of research data opened a new

vulnerability due to the journals' physical form. The timestamped journals would have to be

maintained by the researchers for history as their data could be disputed at any point and

would require it to be defended.  
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The Magical Now: Are you Paying Attention?, Blockchain Bubble or Revolution: The Future of

Bitcoin, Blockchains, and Cryptocurrencies, A Beginner's Guide To Bitcoin

Lars, “Finally!. Finally! An easy-to-understand blockchain book! Highly recommended! Well

done!”

Josh L, “Simple, efficient, and effective. Whether you're brand new to blockchain or have been

around a while, there's something in here for everyone. Ahrash does a great job of making

seemingly complex topics easily digestible and simplified for everyone to learn.”

John, “Highly recommend. Eye-Opening to see how much technology is actually behind a

blockchain. While not highly in-depth, the author does an excellent job explaining the basics

and how it fits into an entire blockchain.”

Ken, “5 Star. If you're looking to find out what a blockchain is and how it's being used in the

industry, check out this book. Free if you're using a kindle or download the kindle android/

iphone app which I just learned about.”

Samir K.G, “Great Find. An excellent, easy to read book that I was able to finish in one sitting.

It gave a good baseline of where to start in the blockchain field.”

Leonardo Rangel, “Easy to understand the Blockchain. To understand how the Bitcoin works i

used this book and i learned a lot about it”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 6 people have provided feedback.
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